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Physics V. distinguishes three ways in which one and the same change may be described:

accidental change (kata sumbebekos): the musician walks, who happens to be Socrates – a change of the
musician, but which happens to be of the musician (rather than of a non-musician) only accidentally;

intrinsic change (kath’auto): the body is healed because the eyeis healed – a change of the body, which it
undergoes in virtue of a change in one of its parts;

essential change: a thing becomes actually what is was potentially – the body which is capable of being
healed is healed and thus realises the potentiality it has.

It is the third type of transition that is directly attributed to the thing underlying the change – the matter
changing from one opposite to the other – and the change is ‘named’ after its end-point: after “warm” if
it is a warming-up and after “cold” if it is a cooling-down. This ‘endpoint’, a form, is not itself changed in
the change.

A change from a non-subject to a subject is a coming-to-be (genesis). If the change is between opposites,
what comes to be is a so-called ‘accidential unity’, white Socrates or a musician. If the change is from
unqualified non-being to being, what comes to be is a self-standing Aristotelian substance, e.g. a house. A
change from a subject to a non-subject is a ceasing-to-be (“perishing”, phthora), either of accidential unities
or of substances. Changes between subjects are the third category, and every motion (kinesis) is such a
change from subject to subject, i.e. neither a coming-to-be nor a ceasing-to-be.

Change in the category of quality is alteration (alloiosis), change in quantity is increase (auxēsis) or decrease
(phthisis), change in place is locomotion.

In V. , Aristotle considers the question whether there can be change of change and argues that there can
only be accidental change of change. For the conclusion that there cannot be non-accidental change of
change, he offers four arguments:

• change requires a subject / underlying thing, and change is no such thing;
• if there were (genuine) change of change, change would never start: for it would have to change first
in order to start, i.e. undergo a change which itself would have to change to start etc.;

• a problem at the level of potentialities: if a becoming-to-be would also be a ceasing-to-be, it would
have to have the potentiality to cease-to-be; to have this potentiality, it would have to exist; but if it
already exists, it cannot have the potentiality to become-to-be;

The cases of accidential changes of changes he has in mind seem to be ‘pendulum’ changes, as when
someone gets sicker and sicker, reaches a turn point and then becomes healthier again. Changes between
substances are from one form to another and the ‘accident’ involved at the turning point is that the opposite
which is the end-point (sickness) is concurrent with its opposite (health) being present in potentiality.

. The analogue for non-substantial change is less plausible: if a darkening would also be a whitening, it would have to have the
potentiality to become white; to have this potentiality, it must be dark; but if it already is dark, it cannot have the potentiality to
become dark.



V. defines a number of terms that, while themselves topic-neutral, will be applied to both time and change,
starting with the most general and primitive one: being in succession. Something 𝑎 is said to be “in
succession” if it is after / succeeds something 𝑏 and does so directly, i.e. without having anything of the
same kind as 𝑎 between 𝑎 and 𝑏. Something which is in succession and in contact with what it succeeds is
said to be “contiguous”. Two things are said to be “in contact” if their extremities are together, i.e. in one
primary place.

Something contiguous is said to be “continuous” if it not only is in contact (“touches”) the thing it succeeds
but “the touching limits of each become one and the same and are, as the word implies, contained in each
other” – i.e. if it shares its border (that by which it is in contact with the thing it succeeds) with the thing it
succeeds.

V. discusses identity criteria for types and tokens of motions: two motions are type-identical if they are of
the same of the three types (“one generically”) and if they belong to the same lowest species with respect
to their pair of opposites (“specficially one”).

Two token motions of the same type are identical (“one in an unqualified sense”) only if they are the same
in three respects:

that which: they have the same underlying thing;
that in which: they have the same magnitude;
that during which: they take up the same time.

With respect to the question whether token motions are repeatable, Aristotle explores both possibilities. If
we are happy to accept intermittent existence, we can say that Socrates undergoes the very same alteration
twice; if not, not.

In V. , Aristotle distinguishes different ways in which changes may be opposed to each other. If 𝐴 and 𝐵
are contraries (e.g.: warm and cold), the following may be said to be contrary motions:

. from 𝐴 and to 𝐴

. from 𝐴 and from 𝐵

. to 𝐴 and to 𝐵

. from 𝐴 and to 𝐵

. from 𝐴 to 𝐵 and from 𝐵 to 𝐴
He first excludes case ( ): these are not really contrary, for they are the same in number and reality, and
differ only in account. By the same reason, cases ( ) and ( ) are really just one phenomenon; and it is in
turn the same as ( ) and ( ), for the motion to 𝐴 is always, mediately or immediately, from 𝐵 (and vice
versa).

In V. , states of rest (hēremia) are characterised as contraries of motions, in the following way:

• resting in 𝐴 is the contrary and privation of the motion from 𝐴 to 𝐵
• resting in 𝐵 is the contrary and privation of the motion from 𝐵 to 𝐴

They inherit their contrariness from the motions they are privations of: just as the motion from 𝐴 to 𝐵 is
contrary to the motion from 𝐵 to 𝐴, so it the rest state 𝐴 to the rest state 𝐵.

In VI. , Aristotle draws some surprising consequences out of the seemingly innocent definitions of topo-
logical terms in book V. .

Everything that is not scattered must be gunky (“nothing continuous can be composed of indivisibles”).

Because motion is gunky, so must be the magnitude within which it moves, the time during which it moves
and the thing that is moved by it. The reasoning is per absurdum: if any of these was composed of indivisibles,
motion would have partless parts.



The connection between the continuity of motion and of time is then exploited to solve Zeno’s paradox of
the runner in VI. .

It was asserted already that the present (to nun) does not have parts. That time is continuous now allows to
fill in a missing premiss in the argument given earlier. The argument was:

. The present is the boundary of the past.

. The present is the boundary of the future.

. If these two boundaries were different, they would be apart from each other, and there would be
time intermediate between them.

. This intermediate time would be divisible, and so the present itself would be divisible.

. The present would be divisible in time, so part of it would be in the past and part of it in the future.

. But then it could not be the boundaries it is.

Because the present is also in time, time contains an indivisible part.

From the indivisibility of the present it follows that there cannot be instantaneous motion, nor instanta-
neous rest.

In VI. , Aristotle argues that every change is temporally divisible, and that every change is divisible into
sub-changes.

Aristotle next (VI. ) addresses the problem of the starting-point of a change. If something changes from 𝐴
to 𝐵, it ceases to be 𝐴 at the start of the change. So what is it while it is changing? 𝐵, Aristotle answers.

To make this palatable, Aristotle distinguishes the ongoing of a change from its completion.

Changes do not have starting-points, nor do they have a first stage.

Every change has a ‘primary time’, i.e. an exact duration, and it fills it in the sense that it happens at every
part of it. Because time is infinitely divisible, so is change: whenever something is changing, it has been
changing before.

VI. : There cannot be a finite motion in an infinite time, nor can there be an infinite motion in a finite
time.

VI. : Rest.

In VI. , Zeno’s arguments against the possibility of motion are addressed.

VI. argues that the quantitatively indivisible can only move per accidens, by being a part of something that
moves.


